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Rákóczi Siralma                                                                                                                        Traditional

Jason Hall, tárogató

Magyarszováta Songs                                                                                                             Traditional

 Gergö Péter Éles, shepherd's flute

Ten Hungarian Folk Songs                                                                                                 Béla Bartók

Erik Kallo, tenor

Corey Hamm, piano

Arbutus (première)                                                                                                              Jeffrey Ryan

Jason Hall, tárogató

Corey Hamm, piano

PROGRAMME
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Vallée d'Obermann (from Années de Pèlerinage)                                                       Franz Liszt

Corey Hamm, piano 

I will stay here (première)                                                                                                    Adam Hill

I. "Yeah, I grew up there."
II. "It's very very very very difficult."

III. "Hey buddy, where are you from?"
Jason Hall, tárogató with electronic soundscape

Esti Dal (Evening Song)                                                                        Arranged by Zoltán Kodály

Jason Hall, tárogató

Michael Murray, organ

Abendmusik Women

PROGRAMME
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The Sopron Story

"The SS Komaguta Maru—the ship that brought 354 passengers from India to Vancouver 
harbour only to be turned back by Canadian authorities—is a refugee/immigrant story 
that continues to haunt and taint Canada’s image as a welcoming nation. After the ship 
was turned away, many of its Sikh passengers were murdered on return to India. In 
1914 (at the time of the Komaguta Maru incident), Canadian immigration rules were 
unapologetically racist, but they weren’t much better come 1956 when troubles in 
Hungary spewed 200,000 refugees onto the world stage.

The Canadian government was still holding onto its time-honoured immigration policies, 
which favoured stock from north-western Europe over all others. But as Soviet tanks 
crushed the nascent Hungarian Revolution, the Canadian people themselves pressured 
the government to revise its policies about what constitutes a prospective Canadian. 
And so the characteristically Canadian way of opening our hearts and doors to others in 
need was birthed on the streets of Budapest.

In the hours following the news that Soviet tanks had entered Budapest, the faculty and 
student body from the University of Sopron’s Department of Forestry slipped across 
the border into neighbouring Austria, whereupon the Dean put out an international call 
for a school that would take them en masse to continue their studies. That school was the 
University of British Columbia. 

“This story is one of the most remarkable narratives in UBC’s 100 year history”, said 
UBC President and Vice-Chancellor, Santa J. Ono. This sudden influx (over 200 
refugees) made a lasting impression on British Columbia, particularly in developing 
more sustainable forestry practices. “Armed with their knowledge of European forest 
practices”, said Ono, “these students brought a conservation ethic to their professional 
careers and helped position British Columbia as a world leader in sustainable forestry 
and forest practices.” When the new faculty and students arrived, UBC became (for a 
time) North America's only university holding Hungarian-language forestry classes. 

2016 marked the 60th anniversary of the Hungarian Revolution, and 2017 marks the 
anniversary of the arrival of Hungarian refugees to Canada. The Tárogató Project is 
fundamentally a refugee story."

– Jason Hall
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St  Philip’s Refugee Sponsorship Story

"Moved as so many were by the images of the little Kurdish boy on the beach in Turkey, 
we at St. Philip’s started to think seriously about our response to the Syrian refugee 
crisis. One story resonated with us. We decided to sponsor the family of Lama, the niece 
of a North Shore family. 

Lama, 34, was living in the Damascus area when her husband, Mohammad, was killed 
early in the Syrian civil war—leaving Lama with four young children. With their house 
burned down, various family members threatened, and their section of Damascus under 
bombardment, Lama fled with her children, her parents and her youngest brother. They 
made their way to Lebanon and sought refuge in a camp there. 

Just before Christmas, St. Philip’s submitted an application to the government to sponsor 
Lama and her four children, two girls now 12 and 14 and two boys now 9 and 10. We are 
now preparing an application for Lama’s parents, Nasriddin and Fatmeh, and brother 
Ward, now 23. These eight people form one household in the camp and would like to 
come to Canada together. 

Sponsoring this large family will be a challenge for St. Philip’s. We will need about 
$58,000 for one year of support. Due to generous donations we are within $15,000 of 
this goal. Making a good life here will be even more of a challenge for this family and 
they will need a lot of help. No one in the family speaks English and the children are far 
behind in school. But we are hopeful." 

—Mary Lymburner, St. Philip’s Anglican Church 

With Gratitude:

St. Philip's Anglican Church on the unceded territory of the Coast Salish First Nations.
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Rákoczi Siralma

Although Rákoczi Siralma translates as 
Rakoczi’s Lament, this piece has been 
known for most of its existence as a 
march and even a national anthem. 

Written about 1730 during Hungary’s 
Kuruc period, it served as a complaint 
about the misfortunes of the Magyars 
under Habsburg rule. The Kuruc were 
the armed anti-Habsburg rebels in 
Hungary between 1671 and 1711, and 
under their inspirational leader, Francis 
Rákóczi II, this lament was transformed 
into the symbol of the age as a patriotic 
anthem. 

In 1846, Hector Berlioz visited Budapest 
and performed his Marche de Rakoczi in 
a concert held in Pest. On hearing the 
growing astonishment of his Hungarian 
audience followed quickly by furious 
shouting and enthusiasm, Berlioz 
exclaimed “I have stirred the passions of 
the masses through a Hungarian theme 
(the Rákóczy march)…”. Berlioz went 
on to popularize this melody further 
when he set it as the Marche Hongroise in 
his Damnation of Faust. 

This performance is based on the source 
lament rather than its later adaptations, 
yet its frequent changes of mood and time 
reveal its elemental Hungarian spirit.

– Jason Hall

Magyarszováta 
Songs

Magyarszovát lies on the 
hilly Mezőség (meadows) 
that are part of Transylvania. 
This area is famous for its rich folk 
culture, which includes dance and folk 
music. String bands are the most popular, 
but before them there was an older layer 
of the Hungarian heritage. Fortunately, it 
has not disappeared. Typically, peasants 
have kept the traditions alive and a lot of 
songs, dances and instrumental melodies 
were collected in the 20th century (before 
it was too late).

This instrument, the pásztorfurulya, is 
an authentic wooden flute, which is also 
called a shepherd’s flute. It is a simple 
wooden pipe with six holes and one 
whistle hole. Not only the shepherds 
played the flute, of course, but definitely 
they handed down these melodies and 
songs to us. Shepherds were on the edge 
of society because they herded animals 
far from villages most of the year. They 
played the flute while sheep were grazing, 
and usually carved their instruments 
themselves using different woods that 
grew near them. Melodies came from 
the elders, which the shepherds learnt by 
ear. Nowadays, folk music has become 
popular again and the flute I play was 
made by a young craftsman.

– Gergö Péter Éles

Programme Notes
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I
Tiszán innen, Tiszán túl,

Túl a Dunán van egy csikós nyájastul.
Kis pej lova ki van kötvel,

Szürkötéllel, pakróc nélkül, gazdástul.

Tiszán innen, Tiszán túl,
Túl a Dunán van egy gulás nyájastul.

Legelteti a guláját,
Oda várja a babáját gyep ágyra.

On this side of the Tisza, beyond the Tisza,
Beyond the Tisza lives a horseman with his herd.

His little bay horse is tied up,
With a felt rope, without a rug, with his master.

On this side of the Tisza, beyond the Tisza,
Beyond the Danube there is a herdsman with his flock.

He lets his flock graze,
He awaits his sweetheart with a bed of sward.

II
Erdök, völgyek, szük ligetek,
Sokat bujdostam bennetek;
Bujdostam én az vadakkal,
Sírtam a kis madarakkal.

Esik esö az egekbül,
Rózsa nyílik az völgyekbül.
Hát én cask magma egyedül

Hogy éljek meg nálad nélkül?

Forests, valleys, tight groves,
For a long time I was hiding among you;

I was a fugitive with the wild game,
I wept with the little birds.

The rai is falling from the skies,
Roses bloom in the valleys.
I just continue all alone,

How can I live without you?

III
Olvad a hó, csárdás kisangyalom,

tavasz akar lenni.
De szeretnék kiskertedben

rózsabimbó lenni!
Nem lehetek én rózsa,

elhervaszt Feren Jóska,
A nagy b´csi háromemeletes

magos kaszárnyába.

The snow is melting, my sweetheart,
spring is on its way.

How I would like to be a rosebud
in your garden!

But I can not be a rose,
Francis Joseph is sure to wilt me,

In the big tall three storey
barracks of Vienna.

Tíz magya dal (Ten Hungarian Songs)

Béla Viktor János Bartók (1881-1945) is considered to be one of the most important 
composers of the 20th century and one of Hungary’s greatest composers. The Ten 
Hungarian Songs (written in 1906) come from his and Zoltán Kodály’s (1882-1967) 
publication of 20 songs called Magyar Népdalok (Hungarian Folk Songs). 
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VII
Ez a kislány gyöngyöt füz,

Ég a szeme mint a tüz.
Ha jaz enyém úgy égne

Csuhaha, barna legény szeretne.
De mivelhogy nem úgy ég,

Csuhaha, barna legény rám se néz.

This little girl is threading pearls
Her eyes sparkle, like fire.

If mine sparkled the same way
Hey, ho, the brown haired lad would love me.

But as they do not sparkle so,
Hey, ho, he does not even notice me.

IV
Ha bemegyek a csárdába,

Kimulatom magma,
Van még egy rongyos forintom,

a cigánynak adom.
Feleségem kettö,

csárdás mind a kettö,
Reméllem, hogy jövö összel

reng a cifra böcsö.

Ha bemegyek a csárdába,
kimulatom magma,

Van még egy rongyos forintom,
a cigánynak adom.
Feleségem sincsen,
becsületem sincsen,

Belenyúlok a zsebembe;
egy krajcárom sincsen.

When I go to the inn
I have a good time.

I have one lousy florin left,
I give it to the gypsy.

I have two wives,
both are attractive,

I hope that by next autumn
the painted cradle will be rocking.

When I go to the inn
I have a good time.

I have one lousy florin left,
I give it to the gypsy.
I have no wife at all,
neither have I honor,

I reach into my pocket:
I find not a single farthing.

V
Fehér László lovat lopott

a fekete halom alatt.
Hej! Fehér Lászlót ott megfogták,

tömlöc fenekére zárták.

László Fehér stole a horse
under the black hills.

Hey! László Fehér got caught there,
and thrown into the dungeon.

VI
Megittam a piros bort a pohárbul

Kár volna még kimulnom a világbul.
Kár volna még meghalni,

Ilyen korán hërvadni,
A szelei, kis szelei temetöbe hërvadni

Kár volna még meghalni,
Ilyen hamar hërvadni,

A szelei, kis szelei temetöbe hërvadni.

I drank the glass of red wine,
It would be sad to leave the world now.

It would be a pity to die now,
To wilt so early,

To wilt in the cemetery of Szele, Kisszele.
I would be a pity to die now,

To wilt so soon,
To wilt in the cemetery of Szele, Kisszele.
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A haraszti határon
Csösz leszek én a nyáron.

Aki nekem csókot ád
Csuhaha, nem hajtom be a lovát,

Sem a lovát, sem magát,
Csuhaha, sem a kedves galambját

On the estate of Haraszt
I will serve as guard this summer.

If someone gives me a kiss
Hey-ho, I will not capture her horse,

Neither the horse, nor herself,
Not even her sweetheart.

VIII
Sej, mikor ëngem katonának visznek

Mind lehullanak a nyárfalevelek.
Sírhattok már, benedeki lányok,

Sej, három évig nem járok hozzátok.

Sej, mikor ëngem katonának visznek
Az árokban még a víz is reszket.
Az árokban a víz had reszkessen,

Sej, cask a babám igazán szeressen.

Hey, when they take me into the army
All the poplar leaves will drop off.

Mourn me, girls of Benedek,
Hey, I will not visit you for three years.

Hey, when they take me into the army
Even the water in the ditch trembles.

Let the water tremble in the ditch,
Hey, as long as my sweetheart loves me truly.

IX
Még azt mondják, sej haj,
iciny-piciny az én babám.

Ha táncolok véle,
nem is illik ö énhozzám.
Tyuhaj, nem is bánom

akármilyen iciny-piciny vagy,
Nagy az én szerelmem,

így is, úgy is az enyém vagy.

People gossip, hey ho,
my sweetheart is so tiny.
When I dance with her
we do not match at all.

Heyahey, I could not care less
how tiny you may be,

Great is my love for you,
you are mine all the same.

X
Kis kece lányom fehérbe vagyon,
Fehérbe rózsám, fehérbe vagyon.

Mondom, mondom, fordulj hozzám,
mátkám asszony,

Mondom, mondom, fordulj hozzám,
mátkám asszony.

My little girl is dressed in white,
My sweetheart is in white, dressed in white.

I say: turn towards me,
my betrothed woman,

I say: turn towards me,
my betrothed woman.
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Arbutus

"In Arbutus, for tárogató and piano, the 
new and old worlds collide through two 
distinct, alternating musical ideas: fast, 
aggressive, percussive music expressing 
the chaos of being uprooted and escaping 
to an unfamiliar country and culture; and 
slow, longing music evoking memories of 
the country left behind. 

The bends and ornaments of traditional 
tárogató playing are an integral part 
of both soundworlds, and the piano's 
tremolos are reminiscent of the cimbalom. 
The title Arbutus comes from the arbutus 
tree so common in British Columbia, but 
not native to Hungary, again reflecting 
the newness of the Soproners’ new 
home." 

– Jeffrey Ryan

Vallée d'Obermann

The title Années de pèlerinage refers to 
Goethe's famous novel of self-realization, 
Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship, and 
especially its sequel Journeyman Years 
(whose original title of Wanderjahre meant 
Years of Wandering or Years of Pilgrimage, 
the latter being used for its first French 
translation). 

Vallée d'Obermann in E minor is inspired by 
Senancour's novel of the same title. Set 
in Switzerland with a hero overwhelmed, 
confused by nature, suffering from ennui 
and longing, it finally concludes that only 
our feelings are true. The captions from 
Senancour's Obermann include the crucial 

questions, “What do I want? Who am I? 
What do I ask of nature?"

Liszt clearly places the work in line 
with the Romantic literature of his 
time, prefacing most pieces with a 
literary passage from writers such as 
Schiller, Byron or Senancour, and, in an 
introduction to the entire work, writing:

“Having recently travelled to many new 
countries, through different settings and places 
consecrated by history and poetry; having 
felt that the phenomena of nature and their 
attendant sights did not pass before my eyes 
as pointless images but stirred deep emotions 
in my soul, and that between us a vague but 
immediate relationship had established itself, 
an undefined but real rapport, an inexplicable 
but undeniable communication, I have tried 
to portray in music a few of my strongest 
sensations and most lively impressions.”

 – from Wikipedia

I Will Stay Here

“I will stay here, it's no problem for me. 
I'm not looking for a five-star hotel or 
a Lamborghini car or this stuff.” These 
words were spoken by one of the 11 
million Syrians that have been forced to 
leave his home amidst the violence and 
turmoil of civil war. 

Over 40,000 of these refugees have ended 
up in Canada, where they must go about 
the process of trying to “recover the life 
they once had,” as another refugee puts 
it. Following the Hungarian Revolution 
of 1956, Canada opened its borders to 
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37,000 refugees fleeing the violence of 
the reinstated Soviet-backed regime. I 
Will Stay Here uses recorded samples 
of Syrian and Hungarian refugees to 
comment on the immigrant experience in 
their own words. 

Juxtaposed against these voices, as well 
as drums, rockets, language learning 
tapes, and processed recordings of 
the tárogató, the performer musically 
expresses the many moods of this 
complicated situation. One refugee sums 
it up quite succinctly, saying “it's very, 
very, very, very difficult.”  

– Adam Hill

Esti Dal (Evening Song)

Zoltán Kodály grew up in rural Hungary, 
where he became acquainted with the rich 
tradition of Hungarian folk music. While 
still a student at the Hungarian Academy 
of Music, he first met Bela Bartók, with 
whom he collaborated to notate the vast 
oral tradition of Hungarian folksong. 

Of this collection, Kodály’s “Esti Dal” 
(1938) has become one of the most 
beloved songs to make its way onto 
the international stage. While the text 
is reminiscent of the evening prayer in 
Humperdinck’s Hänsel und Gretel, about 
a weary traveller in the woods imploring 
God to send an angel to watch over his 
rest, its unusual harmonization reveals 
Kodály’s very eclectic musical palette.

The Ars Sacra Festival, held in Budapest each 
year, described the song as “expressing the 
essence of the Hungarian soul” In 2013, it 

opened the festival with a stirring flash mob 
performance at Halászbástya (Fisherman's 
Bastion) much to the surprise of locals and 
tourists alike.

In Vancouver, fellow tárogatónist Milan 
Milosevich borrowed it from its choral 
setting and recorded a version for tárogató 
and organ at UBC. With the help of Michael 
Murray and Abendmusik, we bring the 
choral and tárogató versions together.

– Jason Hall

Erdő mellett est veledtem,
Subám fejem alá tettem,
Összetettem két kezemet,
Úgy kértem jó Istenemet:

Én Istenem, adjál szállást,
Már meguntam a járkálást,

A járkálást, a bujdosást,
Az idegen földön lakást.

Adjon Isten jó éjszakát,
Küldje hozzám szent angyalát,

Bátoritsa szívünk álmát,
Adjon Isten jó éjszakát.

Evening darkness overtook me near the woods;
I have put my coat under my head (as a pillow),

I have put my hands together
To pray to the Lord, like this:

Oh, my Lord, give me a place to sleep,
I am weary with wandering,

With walking around and hiding,
With living on foreign land.

May Lord give me a good night,
May he send me a holy angel,

May he encourage our hearts' dreams,
May he give us a good night.
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Stowasser tárogató, a 
German-made instrument 
considered the king of 
tárogotós. I was smitten. 

What followed was a 
round-the-world search 
for a tárogató to call 
my own. I called my 
favourite clarinet maker 
in Chile, Luis Rossi, 
who said he didn’t 
make tárogatós and 
suggested I try a maker 
(and former repairman 
of mine) in Toronto. 
Steve of Toronto said 
he couldn’t retool his 
clarinet shop to make 
me a tárogató, but he did 
suggest I contact Tóth 
& Tarsa of Budapest. 
Of course. Why didn’t 
I think of that first? 
Budapest!” 

Jason plays a custom Albert 
system cocobolo-wood tárogató 
made by Toth & Tarsa of 
Budapest, Hungary, a replica 
Stowasser mouthpiece by 
Pillinger Mouthpieces 
of Middlesex, UK, a Kodama II ligature by 
Ishimori Wind Instruments of Tokyo, Japan, 
and Légère Signature synthetic reeds formulated 
by Guy Légère of Montréal, Canada.

Jason Hall – Tárogató

“I received my degree in Music 
Performance from the University of 
Toronto although I had traversed the 
country willy-nilly  taking courses 
(Mount Allison University, York 
University, The Royal Conservatory of 
Music, Banff Centre for the Arts, and 
the University of British Columbia) 
until I had at last marshalled enough 
credits for U of T to confer a degree upon 
me. 

After that, I settled in as Principal Clarinet 
with the Prince George Symphony 
before Vancouver beckoned with 
regular appearances with the Vancouver 
Symphony. This continued for some time 
until I reached a certain age, such work 
began to dry up, and my interest in the 
Orchestral-Industrial Complex began to 
wane. 

So after a long hiatus from playing 
professionally (in which I developed a 
career as a technical writer and instructor at 
British Columbia Institute of Technology), 
I had a sudden meeting with a certain 
tárogató. This changed everything.

One day, a Hungarian cellist friend 
from Kelowna rung me up and asked 
if I would head up to the Okanagan to 
perform a concert for the Okanagan 
Hungarian Society. To facilitate this 
happening, he shipped me his prized 

The Performers
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Corey Hamm – Piano

“I consider myself very, very lucky to 
do two things that I love very much 
for my career—perform the piano (and 
give masterclasses) all over the world as 
soloist and chamber musician, and teach 
music as a Piano Professor at UBC. I am 
pianist with the ensembles PEP (Piano 
and Erhu Project), and The Nu:BC 
Collective, and have CDs with them on 
Redshift Records. Redshift also has my 
CD of Frederic Rzewski’s hour-long solo 
piano epic The People United Will Never 
Be Defeated!, which won Best Classical 
Recording at the 2014 Western Canadian 
Music Awards. 

I have a fabulous piano class at UBC, 
six of whom will play concertos with 
local orchestras this season and next, 
and all of whom are doing great things. 
I organize three or four class concerts a 
year and we’re always looking to expand 
our audience (see coreyhammpiano.com 
for details). 

My future plans include an Oct. 21, 
2017 performance of Prokofiev’s Piano 
Concerto No. 3 with the Vancouver Island 
Symphony in Nanaimo, solo and PEP 
premieres at the ISCM World Music 
Days in Van. Nov. 2–8, 2017, premiere 
of Dorothy Chang’s PEP Double Concerto 
with the VSO on Apr.15, 2018, a solo 
tour of China with the Rzewski above in 
Fall 2018, Bartok’s Piano Concerto No. 2 
with the Red Deer Symphony, plus more 
CDs and many more performances. I’m 
looking forward to it all!”

Éles Gergö Péter – Shepherd flutes

“At university in Hungary, I studied 
ethnography, which I found very 
theoretical at first but now realize its 
importance and my learning it. I wrote 
my thesis on Hungarian winter customs. 
Winter in Hungary is traditionally full of 
ancient songs and dramatic plays—and 
they amazed me. 

Later, I started playing folk flutes and 
the Hungarian bagpipe, which I played 
in Medieval and folk bands. After 
university, I learned the basics of pottery 
and developed workshops for kids and 
adults. I also worked in a puppet theatre 
as a musician and actor, and I am a 
member of a cultural society in Hungary.

As a result of all these cultural 
experiences, I was chosen by the 
Hungarian government to come here 
to Canada as part of Körösi Csoma 
Sándor Program (KCSP). KCSP was 
initiated to provide connections among 
Hungarians all over the world. My 
job is to lend assistance in organizing 
events, helping Hungarian schools 
preserve our language, and supporting 
culture in as many ways as possible.” 
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Michael Murrary 
Organ

Since 1980, Michael 
Murray has had a busy career 
as organist and choir director in 
the city of Vancouver. Apart from a 
brief five years in Toronto from 1984 
to 1989 when he received his Diploma in 
Organ Performance, he has been on the 
West Coast working as a professional 
musician. 

Currently, Michael is Director of Music 
at St. Philip’s Anglican Church, Director 
of the Abendmusik Chamber Choir and 
is the organ instructor at the UBC School 
of Music. In 1992, he decided that the 
city could do with another chamber choir 
so he founded the vocal ensemble musica 
intima.

Recent CDs include “Obbligato Sonatas 
by J.S. Bach” with flutist Mark Takeshi 
McGregor, and Phoenix Chamber Choir’s  
“Mid-Winter Songs” both recorded at St. 
Philip’s on the three manual Casavant 
organ.

Erik Kallo – Tenor

Erik Kallo received his Bachelors of 
Voice Performance at the University of 
British Columbia under the guidance 
of Dale Throness. As both a tenor and 
a countertenor, Erik has had extensive 
experience in choral and solo performing 
with the UBC University Singers, UBC 
Chamber Choir, and UBC Men’s Choir 
(as well as UBC Opera’s production of 
George Bizet’s Carmen). 

Currently, Erik sings for West Vancouver 
United Church as a professional soloist 
under the direction of Gerald Van Wyck, 
and musica intima—a Juno nominated 
self-directed vocal chamber ensemble 
(which in 2016 was invited to be the first-
ever North American vocal ensemble 
to perform at the Busan International 
Choral Festival in South Korea). 

Born in Hungary but raised in Canada, 
Erik attended the Langley Fine Arts 
School in Fort Langley, BC where he 
sang and played saxophone. Erik’s love 
for music knows no bounds. Apart from 
singing primarily Classical music, Erik 
also adores singing Jazz and Pop, and 
has had the pleasure of fronting Dal 
Richard’s Orchestra on many occasions 
at the UBC Opera Ball. This Fall, Erik 
will continue his studies abroad in 
London pursuing a Masters at the Royal 
College of Music.
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Adam Hill – Composer

“I was born in Cleveland, Ohio and left 
as soon as I was able. Studying music 
at a small college in rural Washington, I 
built new communities and yearly drove 
my battered Nissan across the continent 
to reconnect with old communities. For 
nearly half a decade I lived in hotel rooms, 
tour buses, and vans as I played bass in 
several orchestras, Rock and Roll bands, 
jazz ensembles, and Bluegrass groups. 

When I immigrated to Canada in 2011 and 
waded through the required paperwork, 
I discovered that I had amassed 47 
addresses over the previous 13 years. 
Completing another music degree, I 
lived in Vancouver, then Squamish. I 
recently moved into the Kent Harrison 
Art Council’s Artist-in-Residence 
apartment above a gallery space on the 
shores of Harrison Lake. It’s beautiful, 
but temporary. In September, I will find 
a new home.

I regret that I'm unable to attend the 
concert. Through the generosity of a 
charitable foundation, I'm hard at work 
in the company of other musicians, 
writers, and visual artists on a remote 
ranch in rural Wyoming.”

The Composers

Jeffrey Ryan – Composer

Jeffrey Ryan has been calling Vancouver 
home since 2002, when he left Ontario 
to become the Vancouver Symphony’s 
Composer-in-Residence. For five 
years he wrote music for the orchestra, 
inaugurated and produced a new music 
series at the Roundhouse, and mentored 
student and emerging professional 
composers. 

After his VSO residency ended in 2007, 
Jeffrey’s love of the West Coast, the 
ocean, and Vancouver’s burgeoning new 
music community compelled him to stay 
and put down roots in Vancouver. His 
portrait CD, Fugitive Colours (recorded 
by the Vancouver Symphony with the 
Gryphon Trio), launched the Naxos 
Canadian Classics series and won the 
2012 Western Canadian Music Award 
for Classical Recording of the Year. His 
online presence is at jeffreyryan.com.

Both "Arbutus" and "I Will Stay Here" 
were commissioned by Jason Hall in 
celebration of the 60th anniversary of 
the Sopron Division at the Faculty 
of Forestry, University of British 
Columbia. It was made possible with 
the assistance of the British Columbia 
Arts Council.
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